Red Bull game contest gives more than wins

Energy drink company seeking five teams to develop new flash game

THOMAS HOWER \ Staff Writer

Red Bull has expanded its offerings for students. In addition to inventions, it will now give them the opportunity to create their own video games.

In a nationwide competition, the Australian soft drink producer is looking for two teams in its undergraduate students to develop a flash game based on "Red Bull X-Fighters," an extreme sky diving and freestyle over ramp and performing athletic tricks.

Any student group with confidence and skills may enter the challenge. A panel of industry leaders including Adobe will screen the applying teams and select five teams. Red Bull will provide a flash development package with four different flash tools.

Red Bull hopes that this program will inspire students. "We believe that our future leaders and professionals are going to be the next generation, and we need to inspire them. In the future, they will develop the innovations that will be the new era," said Villalta.

As the competition starts, students have already been working on their projects. "We have already had a lot of people who have participated," said Villalta.

"What we are hoping for is that students will have the chance to express themselves and show their creativity. We believe that this competition will give them the opportunity to do that and we are very excited about it," said Villalta.

The competition closed on October 21st, and the finalists will be announced on November 10th. The winning team will receive a cash prize of $50,000.

The competition is open to students in the United States who are enrolled in a college or university. Teams must submit a proposal for a video game design, including a game concept, character design, and gameplay elements. The proposal must be submitted by November 10th.

The competition is open to teams of three to five students. The winning team will be announced on November 10th.
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Apprentice star amuses students

TV Guide's "most hated reality TV star" dislikes label, students say she's not so bad

Dean Peter Panousis of Sciences "will not participate in three battles of Arts Building. The tournament will be held in March and April. It's going to be bigger this year," Stallworth said. "You never know, it might be more difficult for a student to participate in three battles."

The tournament will be on hand for the Monday edition. The Apprentice, scheduled for 7 p.m. Monday for the Monday edition, will be considered for the Around UCF ALUMNI edition. Information visit www.ucfalumni.com, UCF News and notices for registration, call Scott Demi at 407-823-4001.

By A. Angela Brown

As Spring semester's mid-term examinations are here, many students are thinking about massively affecting people. If you're not making life better, do you agree? If you do not agree, you should not be in the race. "Make your decisions now to go big. Think about massive life," Stallworth said. "People make comments about me that I'm not norma... "Stallworth added. "I always want my information to be considered for the Around UCF ALUMNI edition."

“The reason people love to hate Omarosa is because we have a partner of Access America for the President," said Stephen Tudd, a Deputy Associate Director of the Clinton administration. "It definitely wasn't what I expected. I'm a fan of the Florida Sunshine."

"I want your information to be considered for the Around UCF ALUMNI edition. Information visit www.ucfalumni.com, UCF News and notices for registration, call Scott Demi at 407-823-4001.
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...Based on Insurance Institute for Highway Safety Side Impact Test.
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Audience participation key to interactive performance

by J. G. Maker

From UCF’s Department of Communication Studies and Marketing to develop “Tell Me Goodnight,” a project which trains caregivers of Alzheimer’s patients in how to relate to people with the disease.

With “Goodnight,” Wirth students act as interacters, the trained facilitators. The caregivers were script-actors, meaning they were spectators who had been trained to observe and become actors themselves.

With working with caregivers, Wirth and his students found there was no combination with other training methods. The interactive performance background was an advantage when working with caregivers.

"If you say go to the store, they know where to go, they don’t ask questions," said performance designer and student Dawn Borland. "But it’s not the same. It’s different."

"I’m looking for people who, ‘life’s an apple and I want to chew it up!’" Wirth said.

"I’m always looking for the next thing and the next thing," Wirth said. "I’m looking for the next thing and the next thing.

Wirth has received numerous awards for his interactive performances, but he is most proud of the way the program is changing people’s lives.

"I’m looking for people who, ‘life’s an apple and I want to chew it up!’" Wirth said.

Contest not limited to digital media, a variety of skills needed for success

By J. G. Maker

However, he acknowledges that he could only add to the demand for the area.

"There are a few people who, ‘life’s an apple and I want to chew it up!’" Wirth said. "It’s not the same. It’s different."

"I’m looking for people who, ‘life’s an apple and I want to chew it up!’" Wirth said.

They can find people like me who have specific skills in digital media, communications, and entertainment which also has applications in the business world.

"I’m looking for people who, ‘life’s an apple and I want to chew it up!’" Wirth said.

"I’m looking for people who, ‘life’s an apple and I want to chew it up!’" Wirth said. "It’s not the same. It’s different."

Hope you're in for another treat with our HOT toasted sandwiches, which includes the best Reuben you've ever tasted, probably.
With Spring Break approaching, many students are heading to warmer climates to escape the cold. Among them, a common activity is drinking, which can have various effects on individuals.

However, many students are aware of the negative impacts of excessive drinking, such as its effects on health and mental well-being. Despite this knowledge, however, some individuals still choose to drink excessively.

The consequences of excessive drinking include alcohol poisoning, which can lead to serious health problems or even death.

Students are encouraged to drink responsibly and seek help if they or someone they know is struggling with alcohol addiction. Support and resources are available to help students make informed decisions about their alcohol consumption.

---

**UCF News**

A new study suggests that the use of selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs) may help reduce the risk of alcohol use disorder (AUD) in patients with major depressive disorder (MDD).

The study, published in the Journal of Clinical Psychopharmacology, found that patients who were treated with SSRIs had a lower risk of AUD compared to those who were not treated with the medication.

The researchers suggest that these findings may have implications for the treatment of AUD and MDD in clinical settings.

---

**UCF Today**

UCF's Department of Biology and Chemistry has received a $500,000 grant from the National Institute of General Medical Sciences to support research on the role of lysine in the regulation of gene expression.

This research is expected to provide new insights into the mechanisms that control gene expression and could lead to the development of new therapeutic strategies for a variety of diseases.

---

**UCF Student Life**

UCF's Student Government Association (SGA) has approved a new proposal to establish a student-led community service program. The program will provide students with opportunities to engage in meaningful community service projects.

The proposed program would also include a mentorship component, which would pair students with local community leaders.

---

**UCF Athletics**

UCF's volleyball team has won their first game of the season, defeating the University of Central Florida's rival, the University of Central Miami. The team is off to a strong start and is looking forward to continued success in the coming weeks.

---

**UCF Newsroom**

UCF's Office of Public Relations has announced the launch of a new program to support student entrepreneurs. The program will provide resources and mentorship to student entrepreneurs, helping them bring their ideas to life.

The program includes a series of workshops and seminars, as well as access to a network of experienced business mentors.

---

**UCF Faculty**

Professor John Smith has been awarded a $100,000 grant from the National Science Foundation to support his research on artificial intelligence. The grant will allow Professor Smith to hire additional researchers and purchase new equipment to support his research efforts.
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Earn up to $60,000
while you finish your college degree
Looking for a financial boost to complete your college degree? Let the Baccalaureate Degree Completion Program help lead the way!
How Do You Qualify?
• Be a U.S. citizen
• Be at least 18 but not more than 29 before degree completion
• Meet Navy physical standards
• Have a cumulative grade point average (GPA) of at least 2.7 on a 4.0 scale
• Be enrolled in a regionally accredited four-year college or university
• Have at least 45 semester hours of accredited college or university credit completed

When Selected
• Receive about $2000 per month in pay and benefits
• Benefits include free medical, dental, and life insurance
• Complete your degree as soon as possible
• Maintain a 2.7 GPA or higher and report your grades to Navy Recruiting after completing each semester or quarter
• Complete requirements for a bachelor’s degree according to a previously approved degree completion plan

For More Information Call:

NAVY Office P.O.Box 155
1-800-342-8123
E-mail: lptjax@cnrc.navy.mil

Currently enrolled students are entitled to consult with program attorneys about legal matters and receive advice. In addition, legal representation, up to and including all stages of trial, may be provided in certain types of cases, such as the following:

- Landlord/tenant problems affecting student’s living arrangements in the community
- Consumer problems confronting individual students
- Traffic cases
- Criminal law
- Uncontested dissolution of marriage
- Bankruptcy
- Silver
- Criminal law
- Uncontested dissolution of marriage
- Bankruptcy

Students in need of legal service should contact, either in person or by telephone (407-823-2538), Student Legal Services in Room 155, Student Resource Center. All consultations are by appointment only. No legal advice will be given over the phone.

Call 407-823-2538 to set up an appointment, or visit the Student Resource Center, Room 155, Monday to Friday, 8am-5pm.

2006 GRADUATE RESEARCH FORUM

March 29, 2006
UCF Orlando Campus, Student Union
Pegasus Ballroom: 9:00 am - 9:00 pm

Hosted by the UCF Division of Graduate Studies and the Graduate Student Association, the Graduate Research Forum will include poster displays and oral presentations of student research and creative projects. The forum is open to UCF graduate students in all disciplines and the community is welcome to attend.

Visit www.researchweek.ucf.edu
or 407.823.2766 for details.

2006 UCF RESEARCH WEEK
THE BEST NEW MINDS IN ACTION
researchweek@mail.ucf.edu
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Two UCF students learn about teaching

Teach for America allows top national graduates to educate in rural schools.

ASHLEY GREEN

On Monday, the 26 students that comprise the National Peaceful Conference celebrated International Badg Day in front of the Student Union.

Seven seniors went business arts and their organization's pin while handing out information about anti-poverty. The organization partnered with Peaceful Preview for the NNC 2006 Rainbow Week activities scheduled for the week.

"Badg Day is an event held every campus that has a Peaceful Program," said Karen Caven, vice president of public relations.

GREEK BEAT

The year marked the second for the National Peaceful Conference at UCF. The conference was established at college throughout the nation. This past spring's theme was "War and Peace:" Badg Day.

The day included presentations by each sorority to display their sisterhood, leadership and philanthropic efforts. The event was sponsored nationally by the Peaceful Preview, Inc., Greek Division.

The National Peaceful Conference Organization is one of the largest and oldest organizations of women more than 35 million dollars to charitable causes, including local alumnae chapters, according to a recent press release.

National Peaceful Conference affiliated collegiate and alumnae contribute more than 35 million dollars to charitable causes, including local alumnae chapters, according to a recent press release.

Tunnel of Oppression uses skits to deliver messages

Two-day event conveys different worldwide terror

Marla Gregory

More than 500 curious students learned about Teach for America's impact on two-day event.

The exhibit consisted of seven rooms, each with a different type of oppression. Guest speakers shared their experiences.

"I'll be able to give in a positive way and just let people know because I have received so much more than people," said Morad.

Tunnel of Oppression, a two-day event in a dark room where the exhibit was introduced and explained. Visitors were warned of the subject matter and reminded of the risks, in case the topics were too uncomfortable.

This year, more than 3,500 volunteers and corps members are teaching in 32 states, with collectively reaching approximately 600,000 students.

"I think it was really motivating," said Alicia Spruill, one of the students.

Students' reactions proved that some of the things I was feeling were left wanting more. 

"I really liked the idea of being able to do this," said Carnley. 

"I really felt that we got to help a lot of people without beating people over the head with it," said Carnley. 

"If we found just one thing that really did affect me to the point where I would really do it, that was really going to help me." 

Kara Dillman, vice president of public relations, said after experiencing the Tunnel, "I felt like someone that that was from where I'm from and what I really think."

The main focus of this year's exhibit was the light at the end of the tunnel, showing the positive actions that are being taken to help with these situations.

"The truth is that I never really thought about it," said Dillman. 

I thought that some of the things I think were really bad," she said. "As far as being a good person, always. It's not bad doing the killing. It's the government and it always felt bad having that in the situation, but that's just not true."
Selling ports to foreign countries may be good

Pennsylvania and Oregon's Mariners Commission, which has negotiated deals
with other countries, is offering its ports to foreign buyers. The commission
is restructuring the ports to be more attractive to foreign buyers. The Commis-
sion's main goal is to attract foreign investment and to attract foreign busi-
ness to the state. The commission hopes to attract foreign investment and
to create jobs for Pennsylvanians. The commission is also working on a
plan to attract foreign investment and to create jobs for Oregonians.

When hot becomes hott, language is cold

It is an abbreviation; an oxymoron so outra-
gerous that it has to make one's blood
curdle. It's not about the horrors taking place in the world; it's about the horrors taking place in the mind. It's about the brutal rape of the
human body. It's not that...it's about the brutal rape of the
human body. It's about the brutal rape of the
human body. It's about the brutal rape of the
human body.

Use of 'genocide' incorrect

The use of the word 'genocide' is incorrect when applied to the current situation in Sudan. The term 'genocide' should be reserved for cases of mass murder and extermination of entire populations. In the case of Sudan, the conflict is primarily ethnic and political, and should not be characterized as a genocide.
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Stop paying high retail prices for ink!
100% Guaranteed
You and Your Wallet will love us!

More INK for LESS

Price with refills
HP Blo $12.99
HP Color $16.99
LEX Blo $14.99
LEX Color $18.99
Dell Blo $14.99
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Epson, Canon & Brother
50-70% OFF Retail Prices

1/2 OFF REFILL
Black Ink Jets
w/Purchase of Color cartridge
HP, Lexmark, or Dell
Offer Exp 07/01/05

10665 University Blvd. (Corner of Dean & University - NEXT TO PUBlix)
407-679-2330

ATTENTION PRINTER USERS:
Don't Throw Your Empty Cartridges Away - REFILL!

"In my home at Chelsea Park, this is my personal rule:
no white walls!"

Discover the pleasure of expressing your personal style in the privacy of your home. Chelsea Park brings the dream of affordable home ownership to life for a limited few with an exciting new town home program. Live in a community of like-minded owners and enjoy the privileges of a pristine swimming pool and relaxing heated spa, as well as a lighted tennis court and picnic/barbeque area. Several custom upgrades are available.

To make an appointment to visit Chelsea Park, call today: 407.654.9035.

And, remember, home ownership rules!

1, 2 and 3 Bedroom Condos
Lease to own from $940* monthly

chelsea park
So easy to make it home
7325 Goldsborough Boulevard
Orlando, Florida, 32817
www.chelseaparkcondos.com

EXCLUSIVE SALES AND MARKETING BY BRIDLEWOOD REALTY
OFFICIAL REPRESENTATIVE: BRIAN JOSEPH, M.D., F.A.C.S.
PRICES EXCLUDE REAL PROPERTY TAXES. NOT IN EFFECT IN FLORIDA. THE INFORMATION CONTAINED HEREIN IS SUBJECT TO CHANGE AND CORRECTIONS. ALL DOCUMENTS ARE SUBJECT TO ERROR AND OMISSIONS. This offering is made only by the prospectus. This is not an offer to sell or solicitation of offers to buy. The condominium is not yet ready for occupancy. No one should act upon the information contained herein without first consulting an attorney.
**Rectal Cancer Risk:**

Recent studies have indicated an increased risk of rectal cancer for individuals who have undergone colonoscopies. These findings highlight the importance of regular colorectal cancer screening to detect and treat the disease early. While the exact mechanisms behind this link are not fully understood, they underscore the need for heightened awareness and proactive healthcare measures in this area.
WORKING LATE?
NEED A BREAK?

HOT TARTS ARE WAITING

CALL YOUR POP-TARTS TOLL-FREE

1-866-XXX-TART
1-866-999-8278
Inconsistent offense leads to one-run losses for young Knights
CHRIS HAPLER AND BRIAN MORPHY

The non-conference portion of the UCF schedule is quickly becoming a scheduling disaster for the Knights. Despite a career-high seven strikeouts for pitcher Mitch Herold, the Knights bats in a ninth inning rally to tag Herold with his first loss of the season as the staff has a combined record of 6-9. The Knights have driven in a total of 10 runs over the past three games, and are out-hitting their opponents, but have driven in 10 runs over their past 10 games.

Knights win series against Monmouth, fall to Stetson in Deland

A T T O U P
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Strong late play can't keep men's golf afloat

Davis and Co. slip to seventh in final round of tournament
ZACH MOORE

Despite a stellar final round performance from Kyle Davis, the men's golf team was unable to move up enough in their final round at the Bobcat Intercollegiate this week. Davis and teammate Glen Pish led the Knights shooting 2006

Moral victories

The loss to Monmouth dropped the Knights to 5-5 on the season in a 9-over-par for the tournament, but falling to 5-5 in the tournament, but falling to 5-5 in the tournament earnings conference. In their last outing in the tight series against UCF, the Knights' bats in a ninth inning rally to tag Herold with his first loss of the season as the staff has a combined record of 6-9.
The Knights made the short trip to Colonial, where they were set to face the Monmouth Hawks in just the fourth inning of the season.

"It's going to be a lot of fun," said Coach Mike Marconi. "It's a great opportunity for our kids to get some experience and to see some different competition."

During the game, the Knights struck back in the third inning, scoring three runs on a wild pitch by the Hawks' pitcher. The Knights went on to win the game 7-2, improving their record to 2-0 on the season. The win was especially significant for starting pitcher Chris Hoyler, who pitched a complete game and struck out 11 batters. Hoyler was named the game's MVP.

"It was a great game," said Hoyler. "I was really happy to get the win and to help the team. I think we're going to have a lot of fun this season."
Men's tennis falls to visiting Quakers

Cashman continues to dominate on offense

Alvarez continues to dominate on offense

Next week's showdown with UF important for ego

If you have any questions or need further assistance, feel free to ask!
Have fun making a difference in Atlanta, Albany, Nashville, Tryon, Boggy Creek Camp, New Orleans, Orlando, and the Everglades!
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Joanna Blanchard 
Heather Bynoe 
Katherine Brosel 
Courtney Escalla 
Allya Chanters 
Stephanie Cohen 
Kathryn Coller 
Sophia Comiskey 
Brittany Cooks 
Stephen Cover 
Heather Davis 
Rebecca Delosoloves

Good Luck
Alternative Spring Break 2006

Volly-Goals Davi 
Beane Diaz 
Ash Bn 
Nanina Domingo 
Blanca Dujon 
Tatilla Bpon 
Zachary Byrer 
Ariane Felelano 
Carra Foley 
Amber Ferguson 
V finton Fernandez 
Lauren Pifhe 
Jacqueline Fitzgerald 
Patrick Georgen 
Jackson Goos 
Brittany Harrington 
Drew Harris 
Sarah Hatchet 
Melissa Higgin 
Shari's Jahan 
Jacqueline Jimenez 
Ashley Jordan 
Mirnaa Kearley 
Hy-Jung Kim 
Rachel King 
Mary Krause 
Branna Lamb

Drew Illas 
Bryan Lin 
Megan McCall 
Elizabeth McCsball 
James Mocks 
Samantha Melville 
Neda Mccart 
Carley Redler 
Brogan Walsh 
Nhu-Nguyen 
Stacie Otman 
Devin Poguadas 
Nafessa Perrados 
Aisha Pitman 
ZaDonna Price 
James Rehmann 
Nathan Reesman 
Christina Rivas 
Shana Reppan 
Sarah Sheraka 
Vivi Tran 
Samara Tiah 
Lindsey Welas 
Brandie Williams 
Felisha Wright 
Benjamin Yoakam 
Nellie Zavoda 
Jenna Ziner

What would you rather get caught wearing? Another chick's lipsticck? Or this mesh shirt?

This couple was out when we were. As for the shirt, it was out in 1992.

Go to OrlandoCityBeat.com and vote. O-teen to vote if your moment got caught on camera. New pictures from the site before.
Check out shots from local events.
Look for the Mesh Squad in local clubs and bars and see if you can get your two minutes of shame... we mean fame.

15th Annual
FLORIDA FILM FESTIVAL
March 24 - April 2, 2006

Ticket Packages and Passes on sale NOW. Individual tickets only $9.00. Visit us online at FloridaFilmFestival.com or call (407) 644-8079.

Goodluck FLORIDA FILM FESTIVAL
March 11 & 12
www.langerado.com & 1-800-594-TIXX
MARKHAM PARK
SUNRISE (FLORIDA)

ALT:NER ALT.

Goodluck FLORIDA FILM FESTIVAL
March 24 - April 2, 2006

Ticket Packages and Passes on sale NOW. Individual tickets only $9.00. Visit us online at FloridaFilmFestival.com or call (407) 644-8079.

Goodluck FLORIDA FILM FESTIVAL
March 24 - April 2, 2006

Ticket Packages and Passes on sale NOW. Individual tickets only $9.00. Visit us online at FloridaFilmFestival.com or call (407) 644-8079.
Back Booth plays host to local bands, multiple themed dance nights

HALLY PROCOR

Back Booth at 6 p.m. Check out Lead in the Light, a soulful band comprised of local talent.

At any given moment in the day, you can find campus golfers with chippy, six-foot-plus and hard, xenial on guys in a baseball hat, playing music so underground the Hills Have Eyes has no clue to it. Students chide this music and its fans, but to me it’s just a心态 to belong to the homeless, need a venue. (Sundays, it has no idea it exists. Students clad in thrift stores, which are way too 1980s Crush, an indie/electroclash dance party—tons of fun night on Wednesday. For fans of Orlando’s local music scene, one club has managed to make Back Booth is well known for its nightly dance shows. Monday night is

For fans of Orlando’s local music scene, one club has managed to make a name for itself in the crowded downtown club space: Back Booth. Just make sure you dress for the part.

Simmer down now! Arrogance, no! Compatibility, yes!

Sexual, financial, mental or whatever relationships are founded on ability to match different qualities

Two weeks ago I wrote a stellar column about sex and relationships. Apparently, I wasn’t successful in conveying my feelings on the subject because it sparked negative conversations with my closest of friends, as well as one particularly bitter letter to the editor.

It seems that my happiness over achieving a short-term career goal and the possibility that I might date a little bit sooner caused me off an arrogant, shallow, narrow-minded and needing to have a man in my life to make me complete. Interestingly, like I said, obviously unsuccessful in any attempt to convey the joy and pitfalls of creating a relationship since you become successful in its impact on your life. I guess I didn’t emphasize enough that, for the most part, it’s all making relationships outcomes in the free space. Whether he is financial, mental

NOT JUST SEX

DANA BELLA

sexual or emotional, compatibility is the deciding factor in successful relationships. You would be stupid to ignore the fact that the size of your wallet has intrinsic power over you and relationships, but, for the time it takes to make this column, we’re going to pretend that money has no control over anyone. If you’re seeing someone basing compatibility on personal wealth and there are strong differences in two people’s personalities, they can still cultivate an amazing relationship while maintaining their individuality. If the two people really

The Hills Have Eyes

A slashing good remake

The Hills Have Eyes serves up a heaping helping of gore, horror

WILLIAM DOSY

A family taking a summer road trip goes to uncharted mountains in the long-awaited sequel to John Carpenter’s cult-classic—1. I mean, the remake of The Hills Have Eyes, a key adaptation that sheds the drag and Consumer for nearly 30 years of gore infatuation but contributes little else. It needs to be more mean, but one sure could see more mass on those bones, a sentiment I’m sure the locals would no trouble agreeing with.

As with the original, the story concerns the Carter clan that tries to cross the New Mexico desert en route to California. Misdirections from a shaky gas attendant result in a rather common occurrence, right in the middle of a rather familiar off-road truck. Some cell phones are useless and instead of all possible alternatives (or any other kind) in the back of the truck.

After a deliberately slow buildup, the family finally makes it to the site of the ultimate treasure: a 3,000-year-old, haunted cottage with interiors of a race date back to the dawn of civilization. To his credit, director Alexandre Aja, who co-wrote the original, does assemble a rather robust cast for this genre film, like “Big Bob” Carter (Travis Letton) and his wife, Ethel (Kathleen Quinlan).～celves to town to their expanded family fort for their 25th anniversary; including their three sons, two daughters, and son-in-law Doug (Aaron Poore, Levine’s cocky Republican colleague in Finding Nemo, has no idea it exists. Students clad in thrift stores, which are way too...
Managing club a lesson in “idiot proofing,” says owner

By Dana Delapi

"We dance party called Footloose for those who want to showcase their rendition of the cheer for "Midnight." The Roof Top was the Toilet Shuffle. "It's one of the busiest nights," Right said.

Thursday through Sunday, Back Booth hosts musical performances, but it also holds shows early in the afternoon before it has its night's theme. "We have had a lot of big name national acts. There is definitely a growing local scene in Orlando," Right said. "I prefer doing local shows because it is more laid back, more fun, and they don't have to be taken care of. "Everything we do here is fun," Right said. "We have the best staff in town. Everyone loves them." Human resources director Parker Meador, employing a proverbial right hand, Back Booth has its hands as well as its disadvantage.

"I get to do events I want to do, it's like owning your own business." Right said "It's fun to do everything, but I don't get to bed until 3 a.m.

Even though Back Booth is part of the entertainment business, it is a business nonetheless. Any other business working at Back Booth requires checking IDs, advertising and cleaning up the mess. "We have to deal with a lot of people," Right said. "I think we're in a well-lit area and we have a lot. It's like owning a business." Right Back Booth has to make sure that even the most careless of patrons are further than arms length from danger.

"Owning a club is a lot like a business," Right said.

The best bet for keeping a club together can fail. About a year ago, on Footloose night, a drunken dancer was goofing off with a water pipe that burst over the balcony and the sound went outside with a hammer and pliers and smeared the water valve until the water finally ceased. Luckily, a lot of people had brought their drinks with them, and quite a few regulars stayed to help clean up.

Back Booth has a zero-tolerance policy when it comes to underage drinking. Before patrons walk inside, the staff checks IDs in a well-lit area and only allows individuals whose ages of age. Security and management are always on alert to make sure minors get alcohol, and they are constantly surveilling the crowd for subterfuges.

"Underage drinking is the least I could lose my liquor license or even the bar," Right said.

Fans of Back Booth don't seem to mind and prefer the way the venue is run.

"The bar is at the front and moderated separated from the floor and stage area, so you're away from people just filling space drinking," UCF student Matt Harrison said. "There's the upstairs when you can stand or sit and see the band from above. And there's a little dance floor up the stairs so you can be right there to dance or take pictures."

Even though Back Booth does not have a safe that light up and walk on them, they do have a zero-tolerance policy. It is not uncommon to see an array of ages there. Parents of band members never want to stand out like sore thumbs as some shows are filled with groups of all ages.

"We have a good understanding of what we want," Right said. "We would not be able to do events if we want to."

One of the lucky ones, die first. Right said, "I am just an idiot," Right said. A lucky one will die first. Rried said. "The lucky ones die first."

The lucky ones die first.
"I LOVED IT! INCREDIBLY IMPORTANT! A must see in every language. If you can't get to your local theatre, watch it on DVD. I was on tears!"

- MICKEY RAPIKIN, GO

"EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT WITH 98.1 K-Rock"

SPECIAL GUESTS:

SASHA & JOHN DIGWEED

FERRY CORSTEN • DEEP DISH • ARMIN VAN BUUREN
STEVE LAWLER • ROGER SANCHEZ • CRYSTAL METHOD (DJ SET)
ADAM FREELAND • JIMMY VAN M • STANTON WARRIORS • MURK • JONATHAN PETERS • RENNIE PILGREM
COHEED & CAMBRIA • ALKALINE TRIO • RISE AGAINST
KILLSWITCH ENGAGE • SHINEDOWN • FLYLEAF • LACUNA COIL • BULLET FOR MY VALENTINE • TOMMY LEG (DJ SET)

WWW.GLOBALGATHERINGFESTIVAL.COM
Hills slices through to become a great cannibal flick

As thrilling as situations get, nothing quite matches the immediate disorientation and distress that results from the trailer attack sequence, the sole scene that establishes the bleak and brutal atmosphere that carries the rest of the film.

Just because such a story is so straightforward doesn't require it to be labelling in the intelligence department. Nearly all of the absurdities in the original Hills is equally at home here. A sense of perpetual patriotism is shoved down and through our throats, between the constant flag-waving of the Carters to a warbling rendition of the national anthem by one of the villains.

What would appear to be the sole radio station available in the wasteland happens to be an oldies station, the music of which reflects the idyllic '50s and turbulent '60s, a prime time for both parents and the U.S. Department of Energy. The mutants are practically attacking one generation as a result of their ancestors' actions. The film's French ancestry does lend an outsider's perspective to a distinctly American horror story.

Despite the occasional violence being as uncompromising as what is on display here. Although the film had reportedly been released down from an NC-17 rating, there are few scenes that seem to lend themselves to further execution. Aja seems set on doing one thing and doing it well, so perhaps it would be wise to stand back and watch him swing away. Just mind your head.

failure to launch

The Hills Have Eyes

Director: Alexandre Aja
Stars: Aaron Stanford, Kathleen Quinlan, Vinessa Shaw, Emilie de Ravin
Starts Friday in theaters everywhere.

PREVIEW

The Hills Have Eyes

Pluto (Michael Bailey Smith) is one of the mutant marauders from The Hills Have Eyes, an entertaining horror film remake.

COURTESY FOX SEARCHLIGHT PICTURES

Please see separate story for more information.

SIGN UP OR USE YOUR REGAL CROWN CLUB® CARD THROUGH APRIL 6TH FOR YOUR CHANCE TO WIN A TRIP FOR 2 TO LOS ANGELES. AIRFARE FOR 2, CAR RENTAL AND 3 NIGHT STAY, PLUS $1,000 MASTER CARD. NO PURCHASE NECESSARY. SEE THEATRE FOR FULL DETAILS.

A NEW REGAL ENTERTAINMENT GROUP THEATRE

Stadium Seating

All Digital Sound

REGAL CROWN CLUB: Earn Free Tickets, Drinks & Popcorn

THEATRE INFORMATION

407-343-0405

FREE POPCORN & SOFT DRINK*
Best Part-Time Job! For a Full-Time Student

Apply Today & Start Monday 03/13/06!
We are looking for motivated, friendly individuals to join our team!

$100 SIGN-ON BONUS
"EXPERIENCE NEEDED"
$8 - $15 Hour / Average

Flexible & Full-time: PM Shifts
Paid training
$7 per production hour guaranteed

Summer Jobs

$2100
Co-Ed Camp
Seven Weeks
Room and Board Included
Get paid to play! The Florida Tech Youth Camp (FTYC) needs male and female Summer Camp Counselors ages 18 and up. For)c is an overnight camp located off Highway 450 in Titusville, FL. The camp runs June 1st - July 31st. Please contact Ray Krytal at 1-800-523-1073 ext. 231 407-669-4443 ext. 231

We are currently expanding our On-Line Yellow Pages program. We have never experienced anything easier to do! If you are looking for a customer service job and not sales, this opportunity is for you!

You will earn:
50% - 70% of your advertisement revenue.

CALL JIM ALLEN AT 407-602-8790 FOR MORE INFORMATION

We Be The Best
Florida Tech Youth Camp

For more information, please visit:
www.ftyc.com

Classifieds

Central Florida Future

The Student Newspaper Sunday 03/11/2006

Place your ad online even closer to publica
tion!
Lifeguards at the Walt Disney World® Resort earn all that and more. Apply to join the Lifeguard team at one of our world class Water Parks or Resorts. You should have strong swimming skills and great Guest Service skills.

We offer:
- Paid training and certification
- Premium pay incentives may be available for certain roles
- Theme Park admission
- Discounts at select dining, merchandise and recreation locations
- Paid vacation and sick days for full-time positions
- Health care options may be available for full-time and part-time positions

For more information or to schedule an interview, call the Walt Disney World® Jobline today!

Benefits subject to change at any time. ©Disney • EOE • Drawing Creativity from Diversity

Looking for an exciting job? Good. Because Red Bull is looking for a student brand manager on your campus!

To find out more and to apply go to www.redbullu.com or text the word SBM to 72855

Across from the Downtown Disney® Marketplace

Disney's Huge Hiring Event
An event as big as Mount Everest

March 13, 14 & 15 – 8 AM to 5 PM
Walt Disney World® Casting Center

Across from the Downtown Disney® Marketplace

Qualified candidates may receive a job offer the same day that offers premium pay incentives for certain roles, Theme Park admission and merchandise discounts. Call the Walt Disney World® Jobline at 407-828-1000 for more information or to schedule an interview.
NISSAN

NOW

NATIONAL SALES EVENT

2006 NISSAN ALTIMA 3.5

Leather Strap Steering Wheel w/ Audio Control, 8-Way Power Seat, Keyless Entry and Alarm

Save Up To

$4,000

OFF MSRP

Model Code:1GNNH

Stk #6C117932

2006 NISSAN SENTRA 1.8S

A/C, AUTO, Power Steering, Power Brakes, Power Windows, CD Player

Starting As Low As

$12,992

Model Code:3N1GE

Stk #6C125532

2005 NISSAN PATHFINDER

Air Conditioning, AM/FM/CD Player, Power Steering, Power Locks

$4,000

OFF MSRP

Model Code:5N1GE

Stk #6L528951

MAZDA

“BUMPER TO BUMPER” LIMITED WARRANTY

48 MONTHS OR 50,000 MILES

NEW 2006 MAZDA 3i 4-DR.

WELL EQUIPPED! NOT STRIPPED!

Air Conditioning, 4 Wheel Disc Brakes, AM/FM/CD Player, Tilt Steering Wheel

FROM ONLY

$11,995

Model Code:GPEP

Stk #6C117189

NEW 2006 MAZDA TRIBUTE i

SEVERAL TO CHOOSE FROM


FROM ONLY

$13,995

Model Code:JGGE

Stk #6C125532

NEW 2006 MAZDA MX-5 MIATA

SEVERAL TO CHOOSE FROM


FROM ONLY

$19,995

Model Code:JGGE

Stk #6L49801

TEST DRIVE A MAZDA TODAY.

All prices plus tax, tag, and title. Not responsible for typographical errors. Dealer fee of $498.55 is included in advertised prices. ++ Sales based on dealer discount and/or factory rebate. Example: 2005 Nissan Pathfinder (2006 Nissan Altima 3.5) MSRP of $29,220 includes factory rebate of $500, ($1,500 for '06 Nissan Altima) and a dealer rebate of $3,500, ($2,500 for '06 Nissan Altima). ++ All prices, plus tax, tag, and title. All rebates and incentives assigned to dealer. All offers not to be used in conjunction. All vehicles subject to prior sale. Pictures for illustration purposes only. Not responsible for typographical errors.